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[1] Realistic hindcast of the Columbia River estuarine-plume-shelf circulation in summer

2004 using the Regional Ocean Modeling System nested within the Navy Coastal Ocean
Model (NCOM) is quantitatively evaluated with an extensive set of observations. The
model has about equal skill at tidal and subtidal properties. Tidal circulation and water
properties are best simulated in the estuary, which is strongly forced and damped, but
worst on the shelf. Subtidal currents are again best in the estuary. However, subtidal
temperature and salinity are best simulated in the surface waters on the shelf, even inside
the river plume. A comprehensive skill assessment method is proposed to evaluate the
cross-scale modeling system with a focus on the plume. The model domain is divided into
five dynamical regions: estuary, near- and far-field plume, near surface and deep layers. A
skill score is obtained for each region by averaging the skills of different physical variables,
and an overall skill is obtained by averaging the skills across the five regions. This
weighting metric results in more skill weight per unit volume in the near surface layer where
the plume is trapped and in the estuary. It is also demonstrated, through model/data
comparison and skill assessment, that by nesting within NCOM, some important remote
forcing, e.g., coastal trapped waves, are added to our model; on the other hand, some biases
are also received. With a finer grid and more realistic forcing, our regional model improves
skill over a larger-scale model in modeling the shelf-plume circulation.
Citation: Liu, Y., P. MacCready, B. M. Hickey, E. P. Dever, P. M. Kosro, and N. S. Banas (2009), Evaluation of a coastal ocean
circulation model for the Columbia River plume in summer 2004, J. Geophys. Res., 114, C00B04, doi:10.1029/2008JC004929.

1. Introduction
[2] As the largest river on the U.S. west coast, the
Columbia River (CR) has a significant influence on the
hydrography, circulation and ecology along the northwest
Pacific coast [e.g., Hickey and Banas, 2003]. Previous
observational studies of the CR plume described the effects
of wind and ambient flows on the plume, and demonstrated
that the plume frequently is bidirectional [e.g., Hickey et al.,
1998, 2005]. However, the only comprehensive data set was
limited to the winter season [Hickey et al., 1998]. A recent
process-oriented modeling study with idealized bathymetry
and forcing used ECOM3d [e.g., Garcia-Berdeal et al.,
2002] to examine the Columbia plume response to mean
and fluctuating wind conditions, ambient flow and a variety
of outflow conditions. However, this model did not include
tides, which may be responsible for much of the plume
mixing in the nearshore region. Nor did this model have a
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realistic estuary. With the advent of larger-domain models
that can be used to provide conditions on open boundaries,
model studies using realistic bathymetry and forcing can
now be used to extend our knowledge of plume dynamics
on a regional basis.
[3] Three-dimensional circulation models on unstructured
grids, ELCIRC [Zhang et al., 2004] and SELFE [Zhang and
Baptista, 2008], have been developed for the CR estuaryplume-shelf system with realistic forcing; the early hindcast
was validated using only two variables (water level and
salinity) mainly in the estuary [Baptista et al., 2005]; the
recent model results were validated using more significant
amount of data, especially vessel-based flow-through data,
but only on the shelf (Y. J. Zhang et al., Daily forecasts of
Columbia River plume circulation: A tale of spring/summer
cruises, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research,
2009). More recently, the Regional Ocean Modeling System
(ROMS) was used in the RISE (River Influence on Shelf
Ecosystem, http://www.ocean.washington.edu/rise/) project
to simulate the CR estuary-plume-shelf system with realistic
atmospheric, tidal and river forcing, and the model results
were validated quantitatively with time series at three
moorings (temperature (T), salinity (S), and velocity) and
qualitatively against hydrographic observations on the shelf
[MacCready et al., 2009]. Based on these model results, the
energy budget of the wind- and tide-induced mixing in the
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CR estuary and plume was discussed [MacCready et al.,
2009], a Lagrangian particle-tracking analysis of an upwelling event was described [Banas et al., 2009], and characteristic patterns of the CR plume in summer are summarized
[Liu et al., 2009]. However, only a fraction of the available
observations were used in this preliminary model validation,
model sensitivity experiments are not reported, and a
comprehensive evaluation of the model performance over
both estuary and shelf is needed.
[4] With the advance of coastal ocean observation technologies, more and more observations are available for
model validation and evaluation. There is a need to assess
model skills in simulating different variables, and to give an
overall skill score of model performance. Oke et al. [2002]
provided an objective means for evaluating model skills
based on mean squared error (MSE) reduction. This skill is
relative to a control run, and is designed for identifying the
best model simulation from a series of sensitivity experiments. The model skill of a single parameter may be
quantified in terms of the MSE itself or root MSE (RMSE)
[e.g., Wilkin, 2006]. Based on the MSE, a quantitative
measure of model predictive skill was proposed by Willmott
[1981]. As a nondimensional number, the Willmott skill
(WS) scores for different physical parameters can be easily
compared with one another. Recently, it was used to
evaluate individual parameters simulated by estuarine
[e.g., Warner et al., 2005b] and coastal [e.g., Wilkin,
2006] circulation models, respectively. A comprehensive
model skill for multiple physical parameters in the estuaryplume-shelf system has not been attempted.
[5] For a cross-scale model as presented by MacCready et
al. [2009], evaluation of the model skill is particularly
challenging. The model domain includes three dynamically
distinct regions: estuary, plume and shelf. The model water
depth extends from a few meters in the estuary to a few
thousand meters in the open ocean; however, the main
feature of interest, the CR plume, only appears in the top
few meters. We expect model skill will vary with physical
parameters, regions, depths and timescales. Moreover, the
number of observations (and their degrees of freedom) will
be very different in different regions, typically representing
a compromise between cost, the interests of involved
scientists, weather, and instrument loss. The skill averaging
approach here is an attempt to make the average skill
representative of our chosen scientific focus, by giving
different weights (still admittedly arbitrary) to different
regions.
[6] In this paper, the RISE model is qualitatively and
quantitatively validated with an extensive set of observations (hydrography, moored ADCP current, bottom pressure, T, and S, sea level and HF radar current data) in a
multiscale approach. Compared with MacCready et al.
[2009], this paper offers the following new points: (1)
Model/data comparison of the cross-scale system are enhanced by including moored T, S, and velocity data in the
estuary and HF radar data on the shelf for the first time.
(2) Detailed model sensitivity experiments are reported.
(3) A new model skill assessment method is proposed and
used to evaluate the model. Model skills for different
physical parameters are quantitatively assessed over different spatial and timescales. An overall model skill is given by
weighting the average skills of all the available parameters in
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different dynamic regions and timescales. (4) Relative skills
of the ROMS and the NCOM models, and advantages and
disadvantages of nesting within the NCOM model are
discussed.
[7] The paper is arranged as follows: a brief description
of the observations and definition of model skills is described in sections 2 and 3, respectively, followed by model
configuration and sensitivity experiments in section 4.
Model validation and evaluation are detailed in sections 5
and 6, respectively, followed by a summary in section 7.

2. Observations
[8] An array of three moorings were deployed along the
72 m isobaths on the shelf near the CR mouth (Figure 1),
each equipped with a downward looking ADCP measuring
current velocity every 0.5 m throughout the major part of
the water column. On each mooring chain, there were three
Seacat T and S sensors at 1, 5, and 20 m nominal depths,
and a T logger chain measuring T every 5 m throughout the
water column. Pressure sensors were also installed near the
bottom of each site. All of these moored data were
successfully collected from 22 June through 1 September
2004. In addition to the moorings, HF radars were
deployed near the CR mouth to measure surface currents
in the plume area. Detailed information about the mooring
and HF radar data is given by E. P. Dever and P. M. Kosro
(Observed tidal variability in the region of the Columbia
River plume, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2009).
[9] Data from CTD casts along three hydrographic sections were collected from R/V Wecoma (Figure 1). Both the
north and the south sections, which are located offshore of
Grays Harbor (GH) and Cape Meares (CM), respectively,
were sampled twice. A third section (RP) extended southwestward from the river mouth approximately along the
plume axis as determined by drifters.
[10] Data from a number of moorings measuring T and S
at selected depths are available in the estuary (Figure 1).
Among these, three stations (red26, tansy and am169) were
equipped with upward looking ADCP measuring current
velocity throughout most of the water column. These data
were obtained courtesy of A. Baptista and the CORIE team.
CORIE (http://www.ccalmr.ogi.edu/CORIE) is a multipurpose observation and forecasting system for the Columbia
River estuary and plume [Baptista et al., 1998, 1999, 2005;
Baptista, 2002]. Coastal sea level time series were downloaded from the CO-OPS/NOAA website http://tidesandcurrents.
noaa.gov/station_retrieve.shtml?type = Historic+Tide+Data
for tide gauge stations La Push, Toke Point in Grays Harbor,
and Astoria in the CR estuary.

3. Defining Model Skills
[11] A widely used statistical measure of the agreement
between the modeled and observed variables is the correlation coefficient (CC) or its square, coefficient of determination. It describes colinearity between the two time series.
Often it is used in conjunction with a linear regression
coefficient (R) [e.g., Liu and Weisberg, 2005]. The MSE is
an alternative, commonly used measure of accuracy in
numerical weather prediction [e.g., Murphy, 1992] and
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Figure 1. Maps of (top left) model grid, (top right) mooring, CTD and tide gauge stations on the shelf
and (bottom) mooring locations in the Columbia River estuary, superimposed on bathymetric contours
(units in m). Note that the complete grid also includes a ‘‘river’’ extending about 300 km to the east
[MacCready et al., 2009].
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ocean modeling [e.g., Oke et al., 2002; Wilkin, 2006].
MSE = h(m  o)2i, where m and o are time series of the
modeled and observed variables respectively, and h i
denotes a mean. The MSE can also be written as
MSE ¼ MB2 þ SDE2 þ CCE2 ;

ð1Þ

i.e., the MSE is comprised of three parts: the mean bias,
MB = hmi  hoi, the standard deviation error, SDE =
Sm  So, and the cross-correlation error, CCE =
[2SmSo(1-CC)]1/2, where hmi and hoi are the respective
means; Sm and So are the respective standard deviations
[e.g., Oke et al., 2002]. The skill score of an experiment is
defined as a reduction of the MSE with respect to a
reference experiment [e.g., Murphy, 1992; Oke et al., 2002]:
SS ¼ 1  MSE=MSER

ð2Þ

where the subscript R denotes a reference experiment.
Positive skill (SS > 0) indicates an improvement, while
negative skill (SS < 0) means a worse result; SS = 0 means
no improvement, and SS = 1 means perfect skill. SS is a
relative number, and can be used to choose the best model
run among a series of sensitivity experiments. Oke et al.
[2002] applied this skill to a multiple parameter case
(velocity, T and S), where each MSE is normalized by its
variance so that an average skill can be obtained from all the
parameters.
[12] Also based on the MSE, a quantitative model skill
was presented by Willmott [1981],
D
E
WS ¼ 1  MSE ðjm  hoij þ jo  hoijÞ2 :

ð3Þ

The highest value, WS = 1, means perfect agreement
between model and observation, while the lowest value,
WS = 0, indicates complete disagreement. Recently, this
was used to evaluate ROMS in the simulation of multiple
parameters in the Hudson River estuary [Warner et al.,
2005b] and on the southeast New England Shelf [Wilkin,
2006]. The Willmott skill will be used to quantify model
performance in simulating different parameters from the
best model run.

4. Model Configuration and Sensitivity
Experiments
4.1. Model Configuration
[13] The ocean circulation hindcasts of the CR estuaryplume-shelf system were performed using ROMS (Rutgers
version 2.2), a free surface hydrostatic, primitive equation
model in widespread use for estuarine and coastal studies
[e.g., Haidvogel et al., 2000, 2008; MacCready et al.,
2002; Garcia-Berdeal et al., 2002; Marchesiello et al.,
2003; Lutjeharms et al., 2003; Peliz et al., 2003; Li et al., 2005;
Warner et al., 2005b; Wilkin, 2006; He and Wilkin, 2006; Dong
and McWilliams, 2007; Wilkin and Zhang, 2006; Barth et al.,
2008]. The major (shelf and estuary) part of the model grids
and the bathymetry are shown in Figure 1; the actual model
domain also includes a long ‘‘river’’ from the east, which
allows tidal energy to propagate freely upstream [see
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MacCready et al., 2009, Figure 1]. Horizontal resolution
of the grid is 400 m in the estuary and near-plume
region where the grid is most dense, telescoping to 9 km
in the far corners. In the vertical direction, 20 sigma layers
are chosen between the free surface and the bottom.
Maximum depth in the domain is 2155 m, and the
minimum depth is set to 3 m, so wetting and drying of
the intertidal regions is not included. Bathymetry data are
from the GEODAS [Divins and Metzger, 2002] data set.
The model bathymetry is smoothed for numerical accuracy
so that the total fractional change in depth over a grid cell
is less than 0.8. This still fills in the deeper channels in the
CR estuary. To remedy this, the channel along the southern
thalweg is artificially deepened to match depths from
navigational charts. The baroclinic time step is 51.75 s,
and the barotropic time step is 20 times shorter. The
simulation period is about 3 months in summer 2004
(from 3 June to 1 September).
[14] Model forcing includes river (daily river flow and
T from the USGS gauging station at Beaver Army
Station, http://waterdata.usgs.gov/or/nwis/dv/?site_no =
14246900&agency_cd = USGS), tides (surface height and
depth averaged velocity using 10 tidal constituents from the
TPXO6.0 analysis [Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002]), hourly
winds, surface pressure, air temperature, humidity, and
shortwave and downward longwave radiation (from Northwest Modeling Consortium MM5 regional forecast model
[Mass et al., 2003]). An assessment of MM5 model winds
over the region are given by Tinis et al. [2006]. Surface
fluxes of momentum and heat are calculated in ROMS
using bulk formulations [Fairall et al., 1996a, 1996b; Liu et
al., 1979]. Net shortwave radiation and downward longwave radiation are given as external forcing, and then
upward longwave, sensible, and latent heat fluxes are
calculated in the model.
4.2. Open Boundary Forcing: NCOM Versus HYCOM
[15] The model is initialized with, and one-way nested
within, the Navy Coastal Ocean Model—California Current
System (NCOM-CCS) regional model [Shulman et al.,
2004]. The NCOM-CCS assimilates 14 km daily MultiChannel Sea Surface Temperature (MCSST); it is forced by
atmospheric fluxes from a high-resolution Coupled Ocean
Atmospheric Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS)
reanalysis product [Kindle et al., 2002], and one-way nested
in the 1/8° global NCOM [e.g., Barron et al., 2006; Kara et
al., 2005]. As in the global NCOM, the NCOM-CCS
assimilates three-dimensional T and S observations
[Shulman et al., 2007] derived from the Modular Ocean
Data Assimilation System (MODAS [Fox et al., 2002]). The
NCOM-CCS model domain extends from 30°N to 49°N
with a horizontal resolution of about 9 km. We use output
from NCOM-CCS version h002 _expt_20.6, which does not
have the CR plume. Such open boundary forcing provides
useful information that is otherwise not represented by our
limited domain model, for example, offshore eddy activity,
coastal trapped waves, and remote forcing of the seasonal
baroclinic coastal jet [Hickey et al., 2006]. Coastal trapped
waves have been shown to be particularly important in the
study area [Battisti and Hickey, 1984]. Dynamical open
boundary conditions for the free surface and depth-averaged
momentum are given by the Chapman [1985] and Flather
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Figure 2. T-S diagrams for CTD data at the five
hydrographic sections from observations (gray) with model
values overlain (black): (a) Observations, (b) ROMS,
(c) NCOM, and (d) HYCOM.
[1976] formulations. Three-dimensional fields of velocity
and tracers are treated with a radiation boundary condition
(all as per Marchesiello et al. [2001]). Over a six grid point
wide region on the open ocean boundaries the T, S and
momentum fields are relaxed to their NCOM-CCS values:
over 10 days at the boundary and ramping to 60 days at six
grid points in. The 12-hourly NCOM-CCS data (T, S, velocity
and sea level) were low-pass-filtered (2.5-day running mean)
and 2-day subsampled before they were interpolated onto the
ROMS grid for open boundary forcing.
[16] Another candidate for open boundary forcing is the
global Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) output,
which is available through the multiinstitutional HYCOM
Consortium data server http://hycom.coaps.fsu.edu/thredds/
dodsC/glb_analysis.html. The global HYCOM [e.g., Bleck,
2002; Halliwell, 2004; Chassignet et al., 2007] hindcast
uses the Navy Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation (NCODA)
system [Cummings, 2005], on a Mercator grid between
78°S and 47°N (1/12° equatorial resolution, a horizontal
resolution of about 7 km on average), with a bipolar patch
for regions north of 47°N. The global HYCOM includes
freshwater forcing for the CR plume. Similar to that for
NCOM-CCS data, the daily HYCOM data were 3-day lowpass-filtered and 2-day subsampled before they were
mapped onto the ROM grid.
[17] Here we make some comparisons of the two candidate models for open boundary forcing to observations.
Both NCOM-CCS (hereafter NCOM) and HYCOM original
T and S data are extracted for the times of CTD sections, and
the T-S diagrams are compared with observations (Figures 2c
and 2d). HYCOM captures some low salinity (<30) signature
of the plume, while NCOM does not. The NCOM forcing
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does not include river input, which will be provided by our
ROMS model. For high-density water (sq > 26 kg m3),
HYCOM better represents the observations than NCOM;
however, for the density range 24 kg m3 < sq < 26 kg m3,
the main water type on the shelf, NCOM is marginally
better than HYCOM. Section GH (47°N) is ‘‘upstream’’ of
the plume in the California Current which flows southward
on the shelf. Comparison of the T and S distributions at
Section GH (Figure 3) also indicates that NCOM has overall
better agreement with the observations (both surface
freshness and deep salt) than HYCOM. However, subsurface salinity from both models is generally lower than
observed and NCOM salinity is lower than HYCOM
salinity. Velocity comparisons of NCOM and HYCOM to
observations at the three moorings do not indicate that one
model is obviously better than the other (figures not shown).
[18] Model results near their open boundaries are generally less reliable than those in the interior. Our model
domain extends from 45°N to 48°N, and thus lies within
the NCOM domain (which goes to 49°N). However, our
model domain crosses the northern boundary of the global
HYCOM (47°N) and thus requires data from both the global
HYCOM and its north polar patch. Data quality may not be
the same for both model components; for example, data
assimilation is not performed for the polar patch. In sensitivity experiments detailed below (Table 1, cases g versus h)
we find that NCOM open boundary forcing gives markedly
better results than HYCOM. This indicates NCOM is better
suited for our applications than HYCOM. Therefore,
NCOM was chosen for open boundary forcing.
4.3. Sensitivity Experiments
[19] The model is tested for its sensitivity to different
parameter choices of light penetration depth, vertical mixing
schemes, nudging terms, and open boundary forcing.
Details of the experiments are summarized in Table 1.
Model relative skill (SS) defined in equation (2) is used to
assess the sensitivity in three areas: estuary, near- and farfield plume (the near-field plume refers to the region within
1 tidal excursion of the river mouth, and the far-field
refers to the outer part of plume [MacCready et al., 2009]).
These two shelf areas are further divided into two vertical
layers using 20 m as the dividing level, making a total of
five analysis regions. Although both the type and quantity
of the observations are different in the five regions for the
modeling period, the choice of the five groups is based more
on scientific interest than on data availability. The main
purpose of this estuary-plume-shelf system is to hindcast the
coastal circulation and water property variations with a
focus on the CR plume, a feature that is frequently only a
few meters thick. Thus, more weight is put on the near
surface layer in assessing model skill. We do this by
separating the shallower surface layer (e.g., top 20 m) from
deep layers on the shelf and assigning equal weights to their
model skills. Similarly, both the estuary and the near-field
should have more weight than the far-field plume for model
evaluation. These criteria are roughly satisfied when the
average model skills in these three regions are equally
weighted in calculating the overall model skill, despite the
fact that the volumes of the estuary and the near-field plume
are much smaller than that of the far-field plume. Also note
that the model may have different skills for different
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Figure 3. Comparison of (left) T and (right) S at Section GH between the (a and b) observations and the
(c and d) NCOM and (e and f) HYCOM model outputs. The small triangles designate the CTD cast
locations, and the cast numbers are shown above the triangles. This is the first of the two GH CTD lines.
The line was sampled during a period of light upwelling wind following a relaxation event ( 5 days) as
shown by the CR plume water in the top right of Figure 3b.
physical variables. Because it is difficult to assign objectively the weights of the various skills, without losing
generality, they will be equally weighted. A simple average
of SS is obtained for all the available observations in each of
the above defined five regions, and an overall SS is obtained

for each experiment by averaging the SS across the five
regions (Table 1). Only the 36-h low-pass-filtered time
series are used for the sensitivity experiments in assessing
the SS. Hereafter subscripts ‘‘lp’’ and ‘‘hp’’ designate 36-h lowand high-pass-filtered time series, respectively.
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Table 1. Summary of Sensitivity Experimentsa
Average Skill Score

Experiment

Jerlov
Water
Type

Vertical
Mixing
Scheme

Nudging
in the OB
Regions

Initial Conditions
and
OB Forcing

<20 m

>20 m

<20 m

>20 m

Estuary

Average

g
h
i
o
s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z

5
5
5
5
1
3
5
5
5
5
5
5

LMD
LMD
MY2.5
GLS
GLS
GLS
GLS
GLS
GLS
GLS
GLS
GLS

Tr, M2, M3, Z
Tr, M2, M3, Z
Tr, M2, M3, Z
Tr, M2, M3, Z
Tr, M2, M3, Z
Tr, M2, M3, Z
Tr, M2, M3
Tr, M3
Tr
Tr, M2
Tr, Z
No nudging

NCOM
HYCOM
NCOM
NCOM
NCOM
NCOM
NCOM
NCOM
NCOM
NCOM
NCOM
NCOM

0.00
0.25
0.03
0.14
0.02
0.12
0.14
0.11
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.06

0.00
0.14
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.11
0.05
0.03
0.07
0.04
0.07
1.36

0.00
0.17
0.08
0.20
0.03
0.06
0.20
0.15
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.68

0.00
2.16
0.09
0.21
0.05
0.08
0.21
0.19
0.28
0.29
0.28
4.85

0.00
0.06
0.08
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.09

0.00
0.43
0.05
0.10
0.03
0.01
0.10
0.08
0.02
0.02
0.02
1.41

Far Field

Near Field

a
In Table 1 only, Tr, M2, M3 and Z stand for tracers, two-dimensional depth-averaged momentum, three-dimensional momentum, and sea level (zeta),
respectively. OB designates open boundary. Note that ‘‘<20 m’’ refers to depth, so this is the surface layer. SS, skill score.

4.3.1. Sensitivity Experiment on Jerlov Water Type
[20] The depth of penetration of shortwave radiation is a
function of water clarity, represented by the Jerlov water
type [Jerlov, 1976], which is assigned integer values from 1
through 5 in ROMS, with 1 representing the clearest water
and 5 corresponding to the shortest penetration. For a highly
productive coast influenced by the CR plume, water clarity
is relatively poor in summer, and the vertical penetration of
shortwave radiation is short. Experiments with different
Jerlov water types indicate that water types 1 and 3 result
in warmer water in the subsurface layer (20 m level) and
cooler water at the surface (3 m level), and water type 5
gives a T distribution that has the best agreement with the
Seacat data at the 3 and 20 m depths from the moored array
(figure not shown). Using water type 5, the model skill is
significantly improved in the near-field plume (both the near
surface and the lower layers) and in the upper layer of the
far-field plume (Table 1, cases o versus s and t).
4.3.2. Sensitivity Experiment on Turbulence Closures
[21] Sensitivity was tested for three turbulent closures: the
Large-McWilliams-Doney (LMD [Large et al., 1994]), the
Mellor-Yamada 2.5 level turbulence closure (MY2.5 [Mellor
and Yamada, 1982]) and the Generic Length Scale formulation (GLS [Umlauf and Burchard, 2003]). For the LMD
scheme, both diffusivity due to shear instability and convective mixing due to shear instability are added, surface
and bottom boundary layer KPP mixing are turned on, and
nonlocal transport is included. Key parameters for LMD
include the critical gradient Richardson number Ri0 = 0.7,
the double-diffusive density ratio Rr0 = 1.9 m2 s1, the
Brunt-Vaisala frequency limit for convection 2.0 105 s2,
the scaling factor for double diffusion of temperature in salt
fingering case 0.7, and the molecular viscosity parameters
(m, m0c , m0m, m0s , mf) = [1.5 106, 102, 103, 103, 103]
m2 s1. In MY2.5, the Kantha and Clayson [1994] stability
formulation is used, and key parameters include turbulence
closure (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, C3, E1, E2) = [0.92, 0.74,
16.6, 10.1, 0.08, 0.7, 0.2, 1.8, 1.33], the lower bound on
Galperin et al. [1988] stability function Gh0 = 0.0233, the
time filter coefficient is 0.05, the scale for vertical mixing of

turbulent energy Sq = 0.2, the upper bound on the turbulent
length scale lmax = 0.53, and the lower bound on turbulent
energy qmin = 1.0 108. Horizontal smoothing of buoyancy/shear is activated in both MY2.5 and GLS schemes.
Following Warner et al. [2005a], the parameters of the k-e
version of the GLS formulation include the Canuto A
stability functions [Canuto et al., 2001] and minimum
values of vertical eddy viscosity and diffusivity of 5
106 m2 s1. Other key parameters for the GLS scheme are
(Gh0, Ghcri, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8, Ghmin, E2) =
[0.0329, 0.03, 0.107, 0.0032, 0.0864, 0.12, 11.9, 0.4, 0.0,
0.48, 0.28, 1.33]. The meanings of these parameters can
be found in ROMS package program mod_scalars.F. It is
found that the GLS scheme results in significant improvements over the other two schemes in the near-field plume,
and has the best overall model skill for the whole model
domain (Table 1, cases o versus g and i).
4.3.3. Sensitivity Experiment on Nudging Terms
and Open Boundary Forcing
[22] In early tests for open boundary conditions, we found
that clamped conditions for tracers and 3-D momentum
returned worse results than radiation conditions [e.g.,
Marchesiello et al., 2001]. Thus, the latter are used in
conjunction with the Chapman [1985] and Flather [1976]
conditions for the free surface and the 2-D momentum. The
model fields are relaxed to the NCOM data on timescales of
3 days at the open boundaries, ramping to 60 days 6 grid
points into the interior. Sensitivity experiments show that
nudging is necessary for this small model domain (Table 1,
comparing cases o, u, v, w, x, y and z). Nudging different
variables results in different improvements in model skills,
and the best nudging result is found to be complete nudging
(nudging of all the available variables: tracers, 2-D and 3-D
momentum). Note that nudging of the free surface does not
make any difference when nudging of 2-D momentum is
turned on (see the identical results in cases o and u). Among
the five geographic groups, the estuary is least sensitive to
nudging choices. Experiments on the choice of open
boundary forcing data, NCOM versus HYCOM, indicate
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modeled and observed velocity, T and S at the three
moorings on the shelf. They also compared high-pass and
low-pass-filtered velocity, T and S time series at selected
depths for the central mooring, and made qualitative comparisons on the five CTD sections. In this paper, more
extensive model validations are conducted, not only on the
shelf, but also in the estuary. For CTD data, error statistics
are added, and for moored velocity data, barotropic and
baroclinic currents are examined separately. Model-data
comparisons are performed in a multiscale approach: in
the estuary, near- and far-field plume, respectively, and for
time series data, on both tidal and synoptic timescales.
Comparison with the HF radar data is on synoptic timescales only. Model output from the best model run (case o in
Table 1) is used for comparison unless otherwise noted.

Figure 4. Scatter diagrams of observed versus (left)
ROMS and (right) NCOM modeled (a and b) T and (c
and d) S for stations on the CTD sections. Histograms of
model (e and f) T and (g and h) S errors are also shown.

that the former is better suited for our applications (Table 1,
cases g versus h).

5. Model-Data Comparisons
[23] In the preliminary model validation, MacCready et
al. [2009] compared vertical profiles of the temporal mean,
the standard deviation and the correlation coefficient of the

5.1. Comparisons With Hydrographic Data
[24] Observed and modeled T and S along Sections GH,
RP and CM are shown in the T-S diagrams (Figures 2a and
2b). Our model has better overlay with observations than
either the NCOM (Figure 2c) or HYCOM (Figure 2d)
models, for low salinity (<30) water of the plume and the
main type of water on the shelf: density range 24 kg m3 <
sq < 26 kg m3. The same T and S are shown in scatter
diagrams (Figures 4a – 4d). Scattered points generally
cluster around the slope = 1 diagonal line, indicating good
agreement between the model and the observations. Low S
points tend to spread farther away from the line. RMSE
shows that ROMS provides a better fit to the data than
NCOM (RMSE of T is 0.70 versus 0.89°C, and RMSE of S
0.45 versus 0.53, for ROMS and NCOM, respectively).
This is expected because ROMS includes the Columbia
River, while NCOM does not.
[25] The errors of the T and S hindcasts are slightly biased
(Figures 4e – 4h), with a mean bias of 0.12°C for T and
0.15 for S and a standard deviation of 0.69°C for T and
0.42 S, respectively. These biases may originate from the
NCOM data through the initial conditions and the open
boundary forcing, although improvements of ROMS over
NCOM are seen in the histograms of errors, i.e., higher
frequency of occurrence of smaller errors (Figures 4e –4h).
Moreover, mixed layer depth predicted using NCOM is
deeper than observed on the central CA coast (Monterey
Bay area) during the summer [Shulman et al., 2004, 2007].
[26] Qualitative model-data comparison of S along the
five sections is discussed by MacCready et al. [2009]. Here
comparison is made along the river plume axis only, for
both T and S (Figure 5). Highly stratified CR plume water in
the upper 20 m layer is seen in both model results and data.
The upward tilt of the 8°C isotherm and the 33 isohaline is
captured by the model. Model T is slightly colder than
observed ( 1°C) at the surface, and warmer near the bottom
(<1°C). Model S is slightly lower throughout the water
column, and the model plume extends farther south than the
observed plume by about 18 km as revealed by S = 30
contours. Because NCOM does not have rivers or tides,
inclusion of the CR in our model improves S modeling
(surface S < 31). Tidal advection and mixing are very
important in the estuary and within 30 km of the CR
mouth, but should have little effect over much of this CTD
section.
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Figure 5. Comparison of (left) temperature and (right) salinity along Section RP between the (a and b)
observations and (c and d) ROMS and (e and f) NCOM model outputs. The small triangles designate the
CTD cast locations, and the cast numbers are shown above the triangles.
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Figure 6. (top) Amplitude and (bottom) phase of sea level for the four major tidal constituents M2, S2,
K1 and O1 at the north, central and south moorings, and the three tide gauge stations (La Push, Toke
Point, and Astoria). Bottom pressure records are used to approximate sea level at the three mooring sites.

5.2. Tidal Variations on the Shelf and in the Estuary
5.2.1. Tides
[27] Modeled free surface time series are compared to sea
level records for major tidal constituents at tide stations La
Push, Toke Point, and Astoria, respectively. The bottom
pressure records at the three moorings are converted to
equivalent sea level assuming a constant density throughout
the water column, and then compared with the model free
surface. The amplitudes and phases of the four major tidal
constituents M2, S2, K1 and O1 are calculated using the
T_Tide toolbox [Pawlowicz et al., 2002]. The M2 tide has
the largest amplitude (about 0.9 1 m), and the K1 tide is
secondary ( 0.5 m); these are seen in both model and data

(Figure 6). The model error of the M2 amplitude is
generally less than 3% at the three offshore moorings and
at the La Push tide station, and is about 4% in the estuaries
(Toke Point and Astoria stations). A slight amplification of
the M2 tidal amplitude from shelf to coast is seen in both
model and observations, and increased phase lags for all the
four major tides are seen in the estuaries (Figure 6).
Prediction of tidal height at these stations is only a weak
test of model performance, however, because they are all so
similar to the tide at the open boundaries.
5.2.2. Barotropic Tidal Currents
[28] Barotropic tidal current ellipses of the four major
tidal constituents are also obtained using the T_Tide tool-

Figure 7. Barotropic tidal ellipses of the four major tidal components (from left to right, M2, S2, K1
and O1) on the (top) shelf and in the (bottom) Columbia River south channel. Note that different velocity
scales are used for the shelf and the estuary, respectively.
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Figure 8. EOF analysis of the hourly baroclinic east-west velocity component vertical profiles at the
central mooring: (a) mean and (b and c) first two EOF modes of the u profiles, and (e) the first mode
principal component (PC) time series. The variances accounted for by the EOF modes are indicated as
two percentages in the parentheses on top of the EOF plots; the first and the second are for the observed
and the modeled time series, respectively. (d) The first two dynamic modes of the horizontal velocity
estimated from modeled stratification. Wavelet analysis of the first mode principal component time series
(Figures 8f – 8i): (f and h) wavelet power spectrum and (g and i) time-averaged power spectrum for the
observed (Figures 8f and 8g) and modeled (Figures 8h and 8i) time series. Red and blue indicate high and
low wavelet power spectrum values, respectively; both the time-varying and the time-averaged wavelet
power spectra are shown in the base 2 logarithm. The regions of greater than 95% confidence are shown
with black contours. Cross-hatched regions on either end indicate the ‘‘cone of influence,’’ where edge
effects become important.
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Figure 9. (left) Mode 1 and (right) mode 2 EOFs of the
Tbp profiles at the (a and b) north, (c and d) central and
(e and f) south moorings on tidal timescales (6 – 36 h
band-pass-filtered). The variances accounted for by the EOF
modes are indicated as two percentages in each plot; the first
and second are for observed and modeled time series,
respectively.
box. Barotropic tidal currents are dominated by the M2
constituent with a major axis of 3 4 cm s1 on the shelf
and 80 100 cm s1 in the south channel of the CR estuary.
Modeled major axis error of M2 tidal ellipse is 0.1 0.4 cm
s1 on the shelf (Figure 7). Those for K1 and O1 have
significant model-observation differences, likely because
those tidal components are weaker and the signal-to-noise
ratios are generally lower. In contrast, the comparisons are
much better in the estuary (Figure 7). The tidal ellipses are
highly polarized along the south channel of the CR estuary
for all the four major tidal constituents. Modeled major axis
error of M2 tidal ellipse is 2.0
6.3 cm s1. A detailed
analysis of the tidal currents derived from the recent
observations in this area is reported by Dever and Kosro
(submitted manuscript, 2009).
5.2.3. Baroclinic Tidal Currents
[29] Baroclinic tidal currents on the shelf are also dominated by the M2 semidiurnal components; the major axes
of the M2 ellipses near the surface are about 2 3 times
larger than those at middle and near bottom depths (figure
not shown). Note that the CR plume is a source of strong
nonlinear internal wave generation [Nash and Moum, 2005;
Orton and Jay, 2005; Pan et al., 2007]; conventional
harmonic analysis, assuming the time series to be stationary,
may not work well for real ocean currents in this region
where the stratification changes drastically depending on the
plume location. For nonstationary time series, wavelet
analysis is more appropriate. Previous wavelet analysis of
the tidal records in this area can be seen in the works of Jay
and Flinchem [1997, 1999].
[30] The time domain empirical orthogonal functions
(EOF) method is widely used in oceanography to extract
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dominant patterns/structures from time series of spatial
maps [e.g., Davis, 1976]. It separates the data set into
data-dependent, empirical orthogonal modes. Generally
speaking, each mode has an associated variance, a spatial
pattern EOF, and a principal component (PC) time series.
Leading EOFs show spatial patterns of dominant variability
in the data, and their PCs give their weightings, which are
functions of time. The EOF is used to extract dominant
vertical structure of the baroclinic tidal currents from hourly
time series of velocity profiles at one mooring site; the
associated PC is further analyzed using the wavelet power
spectrum to illustrate its variation in both time and frequency
domains.
[31] The EOF analysis is performed on the hourly velocity vertical profiles (u component, with the depth-averaged
component removed) at the central mooring for modeled
and observed time series (Figures 8a –8e). Analysis with the
v component (not shown) gives almost the same result.
Although the mean currents are relatively weak (<5 cm s1)
throughout the water column (Figure 8a), the first mode
currents are stronger and vertically sheared with reversed
signs in surface and subsurface layers (Figure 8b). The
model successfully captures this pattern. In particular, the
first two EOF modes of the vertical profiles of velocity from
both the model output and the observations resemble the
first two internal wave modes (horizontal velocity vertical
profiles) derived from the average stratification of the model
water (Figures 8b– 8d). The principal component time series
show the temporal variation of the baroclinic velocity
(Figure 8e). To examine the time series in the frequency
domain, wavelet power spectra of the first mode principal
component time series are calculated using the wavelet
toolbox of Torrence and Compo [1998] including the
wavelet power spectrum rectification [Liu et al., 2007].
The model successfully reproduces the dominant variability
in the semidiurnal frequency band (centered at a period of
0.5 day), as well as the modulation of the semidiurnal
baroclinic tidal currents by synoptic and spring-neap variations (Figures 8f – 8i). The modeled wavelet spectrum of the
semidiurnal baroclinic tidal currents is frequently weaker
than the observed (Figures 8f and 8h), indicating that the
model underestimates baroclinic currents; this is also seen in
the time averaged wavelet power spectra (Figures 8g and
8f). The speed of the first mode wave is 0.41 m s1, and the
wavelength for the M2 tidal period is about 18 km; our
model domain is large enough to accommodate multiple
wavelengths over the shelf. However, the effects of remotely
forced internal waves are not represented well through the
open boundary forcing, because NCOM does not include
tides.
[32] A strong baroclinic signal is to be expected here, due
to the intense tidal currents and stratification of the CR
plume. Whether or not this signal propagates away from the
CR mouth as a first mode internal wave is a question for
future research. Nash and Moum [2005] and Orton and Jay
[2005] have already observed that in part the plume front
generates (O 100 m wavelength) nonlinear internal waves;
however the model grid does not resolve these features.
5.2.4. T and S Variations on Tidal Timescales
[33] In contrast to the velocity field, the T in the observed
near-field plume has a smaller variance on tidal timescales
than on synoptic timescales (Figure 9). The first mode EOFs
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Figure 10. Observed and modeled hourly (left) S and (right) T time series in the Columbia River
estuary. Note the y axis scales are different for Figures 10k, 10m, and 10o. When an actual data depth
is not available in the model due to the limited accuracy in resolving the bathymetry, a closest data
level is used instead, e.g., at Station sandi the T and S sensors were at 7.5 m, but the deepest available
model output at that grid point is 5 m. The station name, sensor depth, model data depth, correlation
coefficient (CC), and regression coefficient (R) are listed in each plot. R is calculated from a linear
Tobs + residual. Both observed and modeled salinity are identically 0
regression model: Tmod = R
at Station eliot (Figures 10o) during this period. The correlation coefficients are significant at 95%
confidence except for the temperature at Stations cbnc3, grays and eliot (Figures 10l, 10n, and 10p).
From top to bottom, the stations are located approximately from west (river mouth) to east in the
estuary.

of the 6 36 h band-pass-filtered T profile time series
(hereafter Tbp) from the T loggers show that the maximum
Tbp variation in the water column is located in the subsurface layer (5 20 m depth). This feature is partly present in
the model. This vertical structure of the Tbp variability is
associated with the plume front/pycnocline and the strong
baroclinic tidal currents in the near-field plume. The modeled maximum Tbp variation in the subsurface layer is about
half of that observed.
[34] The dominant tidal features in the estuary are reproduced by the model. In particular, T and S in the CR estuary
exhibit strong tidal variations near the river mouth and in
the south river channel; and T and S tidal fluctuations

decrease toward the upper end of the estuary (Figure 10).
These T and S features are seen in both model and data. The
low correlation coefficients of the T at some stations (e.g.,
coaof, cbnc3, grays and eliot) may be misleading, because
different linear trends (i.e., low-frequency offsets) are seen
between the modeled and observed time series, which
significantly reduce the values of the linear correlation.
5.3. Synoptic Variations on the Shelf and in the
Estuary
5.3.1. Comparisons of Velocity, T and S on the Shelf
5.3.1.1. Comparison With Moored ADCP Velocity Data
[35] As with tidal timescales, the velocity time series at
the moorings are decomposed into barotropic and baroclinic
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Figure 11. Comparison of 36-h low-pass-filtered east-west (Ulp) and north-south (Vlp) velocity
components at the central mooring between observations and ROMS and NCOM model outputs. The
velocity time series are decomposed into (a and b) barotropic and ((c and d) ADCP observations, (e and f)
ROMS, and (g and h) NCOM) baroclinic components. Correlation coefficients between the observed and
modeled barotropic velocity components (CCROMS for ROMS, and CCNCOM for NCOM) are also shown
in the bottom right corner of Figures 11a and 11b. The correlation coefficients for Vlp are above the 95%
level of confidence.

components on synoptic timescales. Modeled and observed
velocity components at the central mooring are shown in
Figure 11. The east-west component (Ulp), roughly in the
across-shelf direction, is weaker and thus hard to simulate
due to the low signal-to-noise ratio, while the north-south
component (Vlp) is stronger and better agreement (CC =
0.63 versus 0.49) is found between model and observations
for both the barotropic and baroclinic components. ROMS
is significantly better than NCOM in velocity simulation,
e.g., the NCOM simulated southward current is generally
stronger by 30 cm s1 in July 2004, which is not seen in
ROMS. Among the three moorings, the Vlp model-data
comparison at the central mooring is the best; Vlp is overestimated by 10 cm s1 at the north mooring, and the
currents are generally weaker and thus noisier at the south
mooring (figures not shown). As noted by Shulman et al.
[2007], relatively small offsets in the modeled features can
lead to an unrealistically poor assessment of model results

when comparisons are done with point mooring observations. This is particularly true for the north mooring, which
is located just north of the northern edge of the CR plume; a
slight difference in the plume position (with the mooring in
or out of the plume edge) may result in large differences in
the velocity field.
5.3.1.2. Comparison With HF Radar Surface Current
Data
[36] Modeled surface currents are interpolated onto the
HF radar data points which have an overall geometric
dilution of precision (GDOP [Wells and Beck, 1987;
Chapman et al., 1997]) less than or equal to 4. The
velocity time series are low-pass-filtered and EOF analysis
is performed (Figure 12). The model-data correspondence
between the mode 1 EOF structure and its amplitude time
series is very strong (CC = 0.86, R = 0.95). The mode 2 EOF
still has a strong correspondence in the spatial structure,
though the time series correlation is lower. About 80% of the
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Figure 12. EOF analyses of the 36-h low-pass-filtered surface velocity from the model output and
from the HF radar. (a) The mean, (b) the first, and (c) the second mode EOF velocity vectors, and
the associated principal component (PC) time series of (d) the first and (e) the second modes. The two
percentages in Figures 12b and 12c give the variances accounted for by the specific modes derived
from the model and the observations, respectively. Correlation (CC) and regression (R) coefficient
between the principal components of the observation and the model output are also shown in the top right
corner of Figures 12d and 12e. The correlation coefficients are above the 95% level of confidence.

variance can be accounted for by the first two modes. The
model-observation agreement for mean currents is not as
good as those for the EOFs; some angle offsets are seen in
weaker current areas and the mean current strength is
significantly underpredicted near the CR mouth. On average,
the HF radar surface currents were more strongly southward,
by 0.109 m s1, and more strongly westward, by 0.051 m s1,
than the model currents; the average north/south differences
grew with distance from the coast, and the average westward
differences were strongest offshore from the mouth of the
Columbia River. These strong southward currents sweeping
offshore are common in the HF radar measurements during
southward winds, and often indicate a larger-scale alongshore flow steered offshore at the Columbia River mouth.
RMSE between model and HF measured EOFs were
0.085 m s1 and 0.087 m s1 for the first and second
EOFs, respectively.
[37] Note that the data periods for the EOF analysis are
slightly different, i.e., the observations have two 1-week
gaps, while the model results are continuous. EOF analysis
of the model output with the observation gaps removed
results in only a 1% increase in the variance of the first
mode, and no visual change to the EOF patterns. Also note

that the HF radar current depth may be uniform across the
shelf, while the model surface layer (between the first two
sigma surfaces) becomes thicker offshore; the top sigma
layer thickness changes from 0.3 to 0.7 m between the 50
and 110 m isobaths. The maximum vertical current shear
between the first two sigma layers is 7 12 cm s1 across
the 50 100 m isobaths on synoptic timescales. The accuracy of the forcing winds (from the MM5 regional model)
also strongly affects the comparison. The time mean wind
stress at the central mooring was 79% higher than observed,
with a 15° counterclockwise rotation relative to the observed [MacCready et al., 2009]. However, the mean wind
stress is small compared to the significant wind stress
events. Other factors that could affect the agreement include, but are not limited to, accuracy of HF radar, model
errors due to numerical schemes, initial conditions etc., all
of which are beyond the scope of this paper.
[38] Agreement between the model and the HF radar data
is much better than with the moored ADCP data, because
the radar surface currents are dominated by wind-driven
frictional flow, which apparently is well represented by the
model. Flows in deep layers are more dominated by ambient
flows, which are a function of the open boundary forcing
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Figure 13. EOF analyses of the 36-h low-pass-filtered temperature (Tlp) profiles from the T logger
observations, ROMS and NCOM model output at the (a, b, and c) north, (d, e, and f) central and (g, h, and i)
south moorings. (left) The mean temperature profiles, (middle) the first mode EOF temperature profiles and
(right) the associated principal component time series. The three percentages in the top left corner of
Figures 13c, 13f, and 13i give the variances accounted for by the first modes, derived from the observations,
ROMS and NCOM output, respectively. Correlation coefficients between the principal components of the
observation and the model output (CCROMS for ROMS, and CCNCOM for NCOM) are also shown in the
bottom right corner of Figures 13c, 13f, and 13i. The correlation coefficients are above the 95% confidence
level except for CCNCOM at the north and central moorings.

(i.e., quality of the NCOM data) as well as local barotropic
responses to wind-forcing. The ambient flow includes the
seasonal coastal jet as well as coastal trapped waves.
5.3.1.3. Comparison With Moored T
[39] EOF analysis is also performed on the 36-h lowpass-filtered temperature (Tlp) profiles from the model and T

logger observations for each mooring (Figure 13). The
modeled water is somewhat colder than observed with a
maximum error of about 1°C near the surface. Similar to
tidal timescales (Tbp, Figure 9), both modeled and observed
mode 1 EOFs show that Tlp variability decreases with depth
and that the maximum Tlp variability is located in a

Figure 14. Same as Figure 13 but for the salinity data from Seacat measurements. Only the correlation
coefficients CCROMS at the central and south moorings are above the 95% level of confidence.
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Figure 15. Observed and modeled vertical profiles of (left) the mean and (right) the 36-h low-passfiltered principal axis current velocity (U) at the two ADP stations: (a –d) red26 and (e –h) am169 in the
Columbia River estuary. Both Figures 15b and 15f show the 36-h low-pass-filtered jûj3 time series,
where û is the depth-averaged velocity in the principal axis direction. DFB designates ‘‘depth from
bottom.’’

subsurface layer (Figure 13, middle). The magnitude of the
maximum Tlp variability is twice as large as that of Tbp,
demonstrating that the T variation is mostly on synoptic
timescales in the near field plume. Tlp variability is generally weaker than observed, consistent with the fact that the
observed thermocline is sharper than the modeled thermocline. Generally, temporal evolution of the modeled and
observed Tlp profiles are significantly coherent (Figure 13,
right).
5.3.1.4. Comparison With Moored S
[40] A similar EOF analysis performed on the moored
salinity data at 1, 5 and 20 m levels (Figure 14). Both the
modeled and the observed temporal mean S vertical profiles
show fresher water near the surface, and the best comparison between modeled and observed S occurs at the south
mooring. Both the modeled and the observed mode 1 EOFs
show the largest Slp variability at the surface (1 m level)
associated with the surface trapped CR plume. The nearsurface Slp variability is somewhat overestimated at the
south mooring by <1, but underestimated at the north and
central moorings by less than 2 and 1, respectively. As with

the velocity field, the weakest Slp comparison is found at the
north mooring, as observed in the mean and first mode EOF
vertical profiles and the principal component time series.
Note that the north mooring is frequently located near the
northern edge of the CR plume; a slight change in the plume
position could result in large differences in salinity. Also,
the north mooring is located ‘‘upstream’’ of the CR plume
and is thus affected by the NCOM open boundary (the mean
ROMS and NCOM S profiles overlap at the north mooring)
more than at the other moorings. However, ROMS performs
better than NCOM in Slp at all three sites.
5.3.2. Comparisons of Velocity, T and S in the Estuary
[41] Comparisons of currents on synoptic timescales are
performed at stations red26 and am169 only, because the
velocity record at the other ADP station (tansy) is short,
about one month in length. These two stations are located in
the south river channel (Figure 1), and the low-frequency
currents are directed primarily in the principal axis current
direction. The latter is determined as the direction of the
maximum variance [Emery and Thompson, 1998] using the
36-h low-pass-filtered depth averaged velocity. The princi-
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Figure 16. Observed and modeled 36-h low-pass-filtered salinity (Slp) and temperature (Tlp) time series
in the Columbia River estuary. The station name, sensor depth and data depth extracted from the model,
correlation coefficient (CC) and regression coefficient (R) are shown in each plot. The correlation
coefficients are above the 95% confidence level at stations red26, am169, and cbnc3 for Slp, at stations
jetta and eliot for Tlp.

pal axis current direction is aligned with the river channel,
i.e., 46.4° and 42.0° from the east (positive anticlockwise) at station red26, and 5.8° and 6.8° at station am169,
respectively, for observed and modeled currents. The
principal axis currents (Ulp) are obtained by projecting
the 36-h low-pass-filtered currents on their principal axis
directions. In general, modeled Ulp has a two-layer vertical
structure [e.g., Chawla et al., 2008] similar to observed,
with weaker inflow near the bottom and stronger outflow
near the surface (Figure 15). However, modeled vertical
shear in Ulp is stronger than observed, likely due to the
shallower channel depth in the model. Even though less
vertical shear is expected in the shallower estuary due to
enhanced mixing, the surface outflow is stronger for a
given freshwater flux. The temporal evolution of the Ulp
profile is related to the spring-neap cycle of the flow [e.g.,
Jay and Smith, 1990] at station red26, as indicated by the
36-h low-pass-filtered jûj3 time series (û is the hourly
depth-averaged velocity in the principal axis direction).

This is less obvious at station am169, which is located
farther up the estuary.
[42] The modeled 36-h low-pass-filtered salinity (Slp) is
higher than the observed (by 3 5) at station jetta, which is
located near the river mouth; however, this salinity offset
is not seen at the other stations along the CR estuary
(Figure 16). The decreasing trend of Slp along the estuary
is seen in both model and observations. Modeled Tlp is
slightly lower than observed at station jetta, but slightly
higher toward the inner part of the estuary; in general,
modeled Tlp compares well with the observed, especially
for the seasonal warming in the estuary.

6. Evaluation of Model Skill
6.1. Root-Mean Squared Error
[43] Both MSE and RMSE are often used to quantify
model performance [e.g., Wilkin, 2006; Barth et al., 2008].
The latter has the same unit as the variable. As in calculating the SS for the sensitivity experiments, the RMSE is
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Table 2. Root-Mean-Squared Errors of the Model Variables From the Best Model Runa
CTD Sections
<20 m

Moorings on the Shelf
>20 m

<20 m

>20 m

Variables

RP

GH, CM

RP

GH, CM

North

Central

South

North

Central

South

Estuary Stations

Ulp (m s1)
Vlp (m s1)
Tlp (°C)
Slp
Uhp (m s1)
Vhp (m s1)
Thp (°C)
Shp

–
–
1.04
0.88

–
–
1.55
0.60

–
–
0.26
0.22

–
–
0.38
0.35

0.10
0.19
1.21
1.61
0.12
0.13
0.72
0.68

0.07
0.11
1.11
1.17
0.11
0.11
0.77
1.08

0.07
0.11
1.29
1.10
0.12
0.11
0.65
0.57

0.03
0.10
0.29
–
0.06
0.06
0.19
–

0.03
0.06
0.23
–
0.05
0.05
0.12
–

0.02
0.05
0.42
–
0.05
0.05
0.14
–

0.04b

–
–
–
–

1.52
2.97
0.18b
1.14
3.34

a

Experiment o. RMSE, root-mean-squared errors.
The velocity is evaluated for the along channel component.

b

estimated in surface and deep layers separated by the 20 m
level (Table 2). For U, V, T and S, larger RMSEs are found in
the surface than the deep layer as expected since the natural
variance is greater there. In the near-field plume, the RMSE
of Ulp is smaller than that of Vlp (0.07 0.10 versus
0.11 0.19 m s1 in surface layer), with the largest RMSE
at north mooring. The RMSE of Tlp is 1.11 1.29°C and
0.29 0.42°C in the surface and the deep layers, respectively,
with the smallest RMSE at central mooring. The RMSE of Slp
is 1.10 1.61 in the surface layer (Seacat S is not measured
in the deep layer), with the largest RMSE at north mooring.
The RMSEs of Uhp and Vhp are about the same: 0.11 0.13
and 0.05 0.06 m s1 in surface and deep layers, respectively. The RMSE of Thp is 0.65 0.72 and 0.12 0.19°C in
the surface and the deep layers, respectively, which is
smaller than that of Tlp. The RMSE of Shp (0.57 1.08) is
also smaller than that of Slp. Along the CTD sections, the
RMSE of T in the surface layer is smaller at Section RP
(1.04°C) than at Sections GH and CM (1.55°C) in the farfield plume; while the RMSE of S is larger at Section RP than
at Sections GH and CM (0.88 versus 0.60). The RMSE of T in
the deep layer are about the same as those in the near-field
plume. In the CR estuary, the RMSE of the along-channel
velocity is smaller than those on the shelf on synoptic timescales (0.04 versus 0.07 0.19 m s1), but larger for tidal flow
(0.18 versus 0.11 0.13 m s1). The RMSEs of T and S are
generally larger in the estuary than in the near-field plume,
again because of the greater natural variance there.
6.2. Willmott Skill
6.2.1. Assessment of ROMS
[44] Since RMSE has real units, it is difficult to compare
model skill across variables that have different units. For

Table 3. Average Willmott Skill Scores for the CTD Sectionsa
Sections GH and
CM

Section RP
ROMS (<20 m)
ROMS (>20 m)
NCOM (<20 m)
NCOM (>20 m)
a

WS, Willmott skill.

T

S

T

S

0.90
0.53
0.50
0.47

0.80
0.48
0.44
0.53

0.85
0.50
0.81
0.56

0.75
0.49
0.64
0.50

this kind of comparison, the nondimensional WS has an
advantage. The WS is used to quantitatively evaluate the
individual physical parameter hindcasts and to assess overall model skill of the best model run (case o in Table 1). As
in calculating the SS for the sensitivity experiments, the
model domain is divided into five regions defined by the
estuary, near- and far-field plume, and the near surface and
deep layers separated at 20 m. The choice of the five regions
is motivated by scientific interest rather than by data
availability. The main focus of this estuary-plume-shelf
cross-scale modeling effort is to simulate the CR plume, a
feature trapped in the top few meters of the water column.
Thus, in averaging the WS, more weight is put on the near
surface layer where the plume is trapped. This is equivalent
to dividing the shelf water column into a thinner near
surface layer and a thicker deep layer, and giving their
average WS values equal weights in assessing the overall
model skill. Similarly, more weights per volume are put on
the estuary and the near-field plume than the far-field
plume. For each moored time series, the WS scores are
calculated at every observed depth on synoptic and tidal
timescales, respectively. The skills for different physical
variables are further averaged in each region and on each

Table 4. Average Willmott Skill Scores for Synoptic and Tidal
Timescales at the North, Central and South Moorings in the Near
Field of the Plume
<20 m
Timescales
Synoptic (ROMS)

Variables

Ulp
Vlp
Tlp (Tlogger)
Tlp (Seacat)
Slp (Seacat)
Synoptic (NCOM)
Ulp
Vlp
Tlp (Tlogger)
Tlp (Seacat)
Slp (Seacat)
Tidal (ROMS)
Uhp
Vhp
Thp (Tlogger)
Thp (Seacat)
Shp (Seacat)
hhp
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>20 m

North Central South North Central South
0.48
0.60
0.75
0.62
0.75
0.29
0.56
0.49
0.51
0.35
0.55
0.45
0.41
0.30
0.41
0.97

0.57
0.66
0.78
0.71
0.74
0.39
0.40
0.49
0.54
0.36
0.60
0.65
0.46
0.49
0.45
0.97

0.43
0.39
0.76
0.75
0.69
0.37
0.56
0.78
0.75
0.54
0.38
0.51
0.38
0.33
0.43
0.97

0.46
0.62
0.69
–
–
0.40
0.66
0.31
–
–
0.59
0.47
0.31
–
–
–

0.75
0.68
0.70
–
–
0.50
0.48
0.44
–
–
0.78
0.51
0.34
–
–
–

0.48
0.53
0.55
–
–
0.54
0.59
0.75
–
–
0.49
0.55
0.22
–
–
–
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Table 5. Average Willmott Skill Scores in the Estuary
Stations
Timescales
Synoptic

Tidal

Variables

jetta

red26

am169

Average

Ulpa
Tlp
Slp
hlpa
Uhpa
Thp
Shp
hhpa

–
0.60
0.57
0.70
–
0.94
0.94
0.97

0.84
0.77
0.64
0.74
0.95
0.90
0.90
0.97

0.88
0.77
0.94
0.70
0.39
0.85
0.85
0.97

0.86
0.71
0.72
0.71
0.67
0.90
0.90
0.97

a
The velocity is evaluated for the along channel component (U), and the
sea level (h) is evaluated at tide gauge stations La Push, Toke Point and
Astoria, respectively.

timescale. Finally, an average skill is obtained among the
five regions and on the two timescales.
[45] Because time series are not available for CTD data,
spatial series are used instead. For each CTD transect, the
WS scores are calculated for T (or S) at each depth taking the
spatial points at one depth as a series, and the WS values are
depth-averaged for surface and deep layers (Table 3). Note
that this is a more conservative approach than, e.g., calculating the WS for all CTD data below 20 m on a section. For
hindcasting T and S, the model has better skill in the surface
(WS 0.8) than in the deep layer (WS 0.5). Note that the
water mass in the deep layer is mainly determined by
NCOM through open boundary exchange, while that in
the surface layer is locally modified by atmospheric forcing
and river outflow. Better model skill in near surface T
indicates the effectiveness of the bulk formulations [Fairall
et al., 1996a, 1996b; Liu et al., 1979] in ROMS and the
reliability of the MM5 radiation data. The improvement in S
hindcast is mainly because of the presence of the river
plume, which is not included in NCOM. For near surface T
and S, the model has slightly better skill for the plume axis
section (RP) than those sections in the far-field plume
regions, and the skill for T is greater than that for S (WS =
0.85 0.90 versus 0.75 0.80).
[46] Among the three moorings, the model has greatest
skill at the central mooring for the observed U, V, T, and S on
both tidal and synoptic timescales (Table 4), because it is
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most reliably affected by the plume, which is well simulated
by our model. The model skill for velocity is slightly better in
the deep layer, while that for T is slightly better in the surface
layer; this occurs on both synoptic and tidal timescales. On
synoptic timescales (Table 4), the model has the most skill for
Tlp (WS = 0.69 0.78), the second for Slp (WS = 0.62 0.75),
and the least for Ulp and Vlp (WS = 0.39 0.66) in the surface
layer. On tidal timescales, the model has the most skill for
sea level (hhp) (WS = 0.97); the next best for Uhp and Vhp
(WS = 0.38 0.51); the third for Thp (WS = 0.38 0.46);
and the least skill for Shp (WS = 0.30 0.49) in the nearfield plume. Our model skills for the moored T are comparable to skills for ROMS on the Southeast New England
Shelf [Wilkin, 2006], for which WS = 0.46 0.77.
[47] In the estuary, the WS scores are calculated at three
stations (jetta, red26 and am169) for along-channel velocity
(U), T and S, and at the three tide gauge stations La Push,
Toke Point, and Astoria for sea level (Table 5). The model
generally has better skill on tidal timescales than on synoptic timescales, reflecting the very strong tidal forcing in
the estuary. On synoptic timescales, the model has the most
skill for Ulp (WS = 0.86), the second for Tlp, Slp and hlp (WS =
0.71 0.72). On tidal timescales, the model has the most skill
for hhp (WS = 0.97). Note that model skills for Tlp and Slp are
about the same (WS 0.7) in the surface layer of the nearfield plume and in the estuary, as is the model skill for hhp
(WS
0.97). However, the skill for Thp and Shp is much
higher in the estuary than on the shelf (WS
0.9 versus
0.4). Our model skills for h (0.71 0.97), S (0.72 0.90) and
U (0.86) are comparable to those of the ROMS applications
in the Hudson River estuary [Warner et al., 2005b], in
which the skills for h, S and U are 0.85 0.95, 0.85,
0.68 0.89, respectively.
[48] For each physical variable, an average skill is taken
across the five regions. The average model skills for
velocity, T and S are 0.6 0.7 and 0.5 0.6, respectively,
on synoptic and tidal timescales (Table 6). For each region/
layer, an average skill is also obtained by averaging the
skills for all the available physical variables. The model has
better average skill in the surface layer (WS 0.6 0.8) than
in the deep layer (WS
0.5) on both timescales. In the
surface layer, the average model skill in the near-field plume
is lower than those in the far-field plume and in the estuary;
this may be due to the high complexity of the plume in the

Table 6. Average Willmott Skill Scores in the Five Regions
Far Field

Near Field

Timescales

Variables

<20 m

>20 m

<20 m

>20 m

Estuary

Average

Synoptic

Ulpa
Tlp
Slp
hlp
Average
Uhpa
Thp
Shp
hhp
Average

–
0.85 (0.81)
0.75 (0.64)
–
0.80
–
–
–
–
–
0.80

–
0.50 (0.56)
0.49 (0.50)
–
0.50
–
–
–
–
–
0.50

0.52 (0.43)
0.80 (0.54)
0.75 (0.43)
–
0.69
0.53
0.42
0.37
0.97
0.57
0.63

0.59 (0.53)
0.59 (0.49)
0.48 (0.53)
–
0.55
0.57
0.29
–
–
0.43
0.49

0.86
0.71
0.72
0.71
0.75
0.67
0.90
0.90
0.97
0.86
0.81

0.66 (0.48)
0.69 (0.60)
0.64 (0.53)

Tidal

Average

0.66
0.59
0.54
0.64
0.97
0.62
0.65

a
The velocity is evaluated for both the U and V components on the shelf, but for the along channel component (U) only in the estuary. The scores are
calculated from ROMS output except those in parentheses calculated from NCOM output.
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near-field. Of course, the skills for the far-field plume are
assessed only with CTD data (no velocity observations are
available). The average model skills for the synoptic and
tidal timescales are 0.66 and 0.62, respectively. The overall
model skill is 0.65.
6.2.2. Assessment of NCOM
[49] As for ROMS output, the WS scores are used to
evaluate the NCOM model so that relative skills of the two
models can be compared. Since the NCOM does not have
the CR or tides, the assessment is based on the same
observations on the shelf and for synoptic timescales only.
The average WS scores for simulating the CTD sections and
the moored time series are listed in Tables 3 and 4,
respectively.
[50] The NCOM model has about the same skill (WS
0.5) as the ROMS model for T and S in the layer deeper than
20 m along the CTD sections (Table 3). Improvement of
model skills by ROMS over NCOM (WS from 0.5 to
0.8) is mainly seen in the upper layer (<20 m) and along
the river plume (Section RP), where the CR influence and
tidal mixing are most important. This indicates the importance of including river and tides in our modeling system.
On the other hand, major improvement is within a limited
small area, emphasizing the importance of the outer domain
model in providing basic water mass information. Any bias
in NCOM water T and S would also be received by the
ROMS model.
[51] NCOM’s skills for moored Tlp, Slp and Ulp generally
decrease from south to north among the three moorings in
the near field-plume area, and the skill for Vlp is weakest at
the central mooring (Table 4). This may indicate an important influence of the CR plume on coastal trapped waves.
When the northward propagating coastal trapped waves
reach the latitude of the CR mouth, they can be modified
by the strong CR plume. The NCOM model domain is large
enough to convey information on coastal trapped waves
generated off northern California [Hickey and Banas, 2003],
but it does not have the river; such modification is of course
not captured by the NCOM model, and this may decrease its
model skills at the central mooring where the plume
influence is most important. Interaction of the plume and
coastal trapped waves deserves further study, but is beyond
the scope of this paper. The low skills of NCOM at the north
mooring may also be due to NCOM bias (e.g., too strong
southward currents, colder water) because this site is closer
to its northern open boundary at 49°N. Thus, it is easy to
understand why major improvement of model skills by
ROMS over NCOM is mainly seen at the north and central
mooring and in the upper 20 m layer (Tables 4 and 6).

7. Summary and Discussion
[52] Numerical simulations of the CR estuarine-plumeshelf circulation in summer 2004 have been conducted
using a ROMS model nested within the NCOM model
and driven by realistic atmospheric, tidal and river forcing.
Model sensitivity to a number of parameter choices is tested
using a relative model skill (SS) according to a criterion
proposed by Oke et al. [2002]. The best model run is
validated with a variety of simultaneous observations in
summer 2004.
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[53] Overall, the best model run has about equal skill at
tidal and subtidal properties. Tidal circulation and water
properties are best simulated in the estuary, which is
strongly forced and damped. In contrast, the worst model
performance is for tidal properties on the shelf. Subtidal
currents are again best in the estuary. However, subtidal
temperature and salinity are best simulated in the surface
waters (<20 m) on the shelf – even inside the river plume.
[54] By nesting within the NCOM regional model, some
important remote forcings (e.g., coastal trapped waves) are
added; on the other hand, some of the NCOM biases are
received (e.g., deeper thermocline and stronger southward
currents). The influence of the biases may be throughout the
entire water column (this calls for more accurate large-scale
models). Fortunately, the surface currents are more effectively modified by the surface forcing than the deep
currents; thus as long as surface wind stress and heat flux
forcing are reliably specified and the NCOM biases are not
too large, the surface current simulations are promising. By
including tides and river, our model provides improvements
over the NCOM model in simulating the T and S distributions in the near-field plume where tidal advection and
mixing play an important role. The RMSE of T and S are
within 1.3°C and 1.6 in the upper 20 m layer of the nearfield plume on synoptic timescales, and within 0.8°C and
1.1 on tidal timescales.
[55] Among the three moorings in the near-field plume,
the model provides the best simulation at central mooring.
This is apparently because it is located within the CR plume
most of time, and thus is most reliably affected by the plume
which is well simulated by our model. The north mooring is
often located near the northern edge of the CR plume. A
slight difference in the plume position may result in large
difference in S and velocity. Also, the north mooring is
located in the ‘‘upstream’’ of the CR plume in the California
Current which flows southward on the shelf, thus it is most
affected by the NCOM bias (too strong southward currents)
through the north open boundary. The south mooring is
often located on the southern edge of the CR plume; both
generally weaker currents and more eddy activities south of
the plume decrease model performance there.
[56] Based on the definition of Willmott [1981], a comprehensive skill assessment method is proposed to evaluate
the estuary-plume-shelf cross-scale modeling system in
simulating different physical variables. The model domain
is divided into five dynamical regions defined by estuary,
near- and far-field plume, near surface and deep layers.
Average WS is obtained for each region by averaging the
WS of different physical variables. By defining a thinner
near surface layer and a thicker deep layer (separated by the
20 m level on the shelf), a simple average of the WS across
the five regions results in more skill weight in the near
surface layer where the plume is trapped. This weighting
scheme is chosen not because of data availability, rather it is
motivated by our scientific interests (the plume).
[57] Acknowledgments. This work was supported by NSF grants
OCE 0239089 (to B. M. Hickey and P. MacCready), OCE 0238021 (to E. P.
Dever) and OCE 0237710 (to P. M. Kosro). The NCOM-CCS data were
provided by NRL, and the moored observations in the CR estuary were
obtained courtesy of Antonio Baptista and the CORIE team of the Oregon
Health and Science University. Helpful discussions with S. Springer,
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